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Dear Editor, 

Trigeminal neuralgia, a disabling painful disease af-
fects approximately 4-5 per 100,000 individuals per year 
(1). More recent studies report a much higher incidence 
of 26 -29 per 100,000 (2, 3). It affects mainly those in the 
40-80 years range and when occurring in those younger, 
secondary causes for trigeminal neuralgia are sought. 
The American census bureau reported a 15% increase in 
those 65 years and older between the years 2000-2010 
(www.census.gov; last accessed 11/17/11, 7:55pm).

With its predilection for the elderly, the incidence of 
this disease may be expected to rise.

Validity of any research is based on establishing con-
sistent diagnostic criteria. Presently the diagnosis of tri-
geminal neuralgia, classical versus symptomatic (when a 
structural abnormality, like multiple sclerosis or tumors, 
other than vascular compression is identified), is based 
on the international classification of headache disor-
der, second edition, diagnostic criteria for classical and 
symptomatic trigeminal neuralgia (4). As there are no 

objective tests, the diagnostic criteria have not yet been 
validated. Neurophysiological tests may help identify 
the symptomatic from classical trigeminal neuralgia.

In this issue of Anesthesiology and Pain Medicine, 
Bangash set out to study the laterality and the common 
branches of the trigeminal nerve involved in trigemi-
nal neuralgia (1). The diagnosis was established in 100 
patients, based on history, clinical examination and 
therapeutic response to carbamazepine. Subsequent 
confirmation with imaging and local anesthetic injec-
tions, despite limited utility, provided data for analysis. 
The results, consistent with prior studies with regards 
to laterality and the commonly affected nerves in tri-
geminal neuralgia, reiterates the established (5, 6). The 
author’s novel utilisation of nerve blocks for establish-
ing the involved nerves has certain merits, if localisation 
can be achieved with certainty. The conclusion of right 
sided laterality and the mandibular distribution being 
the commonest for trigeminal neuralgia points to a fea-
ture, not yet determined, which may provide a clue to 
establishing the diagnostic criteria for trigeminal neu-
ralgia. Neurophysiologic testing may reveal trigeminal 
pathology when not present on magnetic resonance 
imaging (MRI). Neurophysiologic testing of blink, cor-
neal, and jaw reflexes along with somatosensory evoked 
potentials, with near nerve stimulation, have shown to 
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be sensitive and reliable indicators of both peripheral 
and central dysfunction with regards to the trigeminal 
nerve. Thermal quantitative sensory testing can also be 
used for detection of trigeminal small fiber dysfunction 
(7). Improving specificity of diagnostic interventions and 
the use of right tools i.e. magnetic resonance angiogra-
phy (MRA) and/or neurophysiological tests, for establish-
ing the diagnostic criteria for trigeminal neuralgia may 
provide further insight into the reasons behind laterality.
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